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Minutes of a Meeting of the CORPORATION held on Wednesday 12 October 
2022 VIA Teams at  16.00pm – 18.30pm 
 

 
90/22 DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST 
 
There were no declarations of interest. The Chair welcomed Mrs Zoe Brookes and Mr Tony Eysele to 
their first meeting. 
 
WITH THE APPROVAL OF THE MEETING THE AGENDA WAS TAKEN OUT OF ORDER. 

 
91/22 APPOINTMENT OF STUDENT GOVERNORS 
 
The Corporation APPROVED the appointment of Becca Howes, Blythe James, and Ella Young as a Student 
Governors for a one year period from 12 October 2022 to 31 July 2023. 

 
92/22 APPROVAL OF THE NON-CONFIDENTIAL AND STAFF, STUDENT &SMT CONFIDENTIAL 
MINUTES OF THE MEETING HELD ON 13 JULY 2022 
 
The minutes were approved as true records of the meeting. 

 
93/22 MATTERS ARISING FROM THE MINUTES OF 13 JULY 2022 
 
The Director of Governance and the Director of Finance & Curriculum Planning are to conduct a re-
tendering process for external audit in early 2023. 
 
It was noted that all other items had been addressed. 

  
94/22 ANNUAL GOVERNANCE MATTERS: REVIEW OF CONFIDENTIAL MINUTES 
 
The Corporation APPROVED the publication of minutes that were previously designated as 
Confidential. 

 
95/22 ANNUAL GOVERNANCE ATTENDANCE AT MEETINGS DURING 2021/22 
 
Members noted that attendance for Corporation, Audit, Remuneration, Governor Training, and Capital 
Committee meetings was below target while Search & Governance was above target. Low attendance 
has been discussed by the Chair of Corporation or Director of Governance with Governors as necessary.  
One Governor has indicated that they do not have the capacity to serve as a Governor and resigned at 
the start of the current academic year. One Governor has stepped down from the Audit Committee in 
order to focus their limited capacity on their role on Corporation. The Director of Governance reported 
on mitigations that have been put in place to improve attendance. The average attendance at 
Corporation was 69%, 11% below target. 
 
The Chair emphasised the importance of Governors reserving Corporation and Committee dates in 
diaries. 



 

 
The Corporation NOTED the report.  
 

96/22 CORPORATION COMPOSITION/ COMMITTEE MEMBERSHIP/ COMMITTEE CHAIRS AND 
COMMITTEE TERMS OF REFERENCE 
 
The Director of Governance presented the Corporation composition; Committee membership; 
Committee Chairs and Committee Terms of Reference. It was noted that there is a vacancy on 
Corporation, and a vacancy on the Search & Governance Committee. Expressions of interest were 
invited for the latter. 
 
A Member identified some historic references to the Clerk in the Audit Committee Terms of Reference. 
The Director of Governance confirmed that these references would be amended to the Director of 
Governance. 
 
The Corporation APPROVED: 

i) The Corporation membership as a total of 18 Members 
ii) The Committee membership and Chairs for 2022/23; 
iii) The co-option of Mr Chris Goddard to the Capital Committee for a 2 year term; 
iv) The Committee Terms of Reference for the Audit; Capital; Remuneration; and Search & 

Governance Committees. 
 

97/22 EXTERNAL BOARD REVIEW 
 
The Director of Governance informed Governors of the requirement for an External Board Review to be 
completed by the end of the academic year 2023/24. A report will be prepared for consideration by the 
Search & Governance Committee with a view to recommendations being brought to the Corporation 
meeting in December 2022. The Director of Governance reported that 28 colleges had taken part in a 
pilot and a survey by the Association of Colleges (AoC) had largely reported satisfaction with the Review 
as a beneficial exercise in identifying areas for development. 
 
The Corporation NOTED the report.  
 

98/22 CHAIR’S BUSINESS/ RATIFICATION OF CHAIR’S ACTION 
 
Ms Becca Howes and Ms Ella Young joined the meeting at this point and were welcomed to their first 
meeting by the Chair. 
 
The Chair reported the resignation of Dr Steve Corbett as a Governor. The Chair acknowledged Dr 
Corbett’s long service and contribution to the Corporation. 
 
The Chair noted the poor GCSE results on the Island. 
 
The Chair informed Governors that a Deputy Lieutenant of the Isle of Wight has secured two trees as 
part of the Tree of Trees initiative. One of the trees is offered for the College. The Chair suggested 
inviting the Lord-Lieutenant to plant the tree with the Principal at a tree planting ceremony on 21 
November 2022. 

 



 

99/22 MONTHLY FINANCE REPORT AND MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTS 
 
The Assistant Principal (Finance & Resources) presented the management accounts for the 2 months 
to 30 September 2022. A £71k year to date favourable variance was reported. The Assistant Principal 
drew attention to lower than forecast tuition fee income due to slower than expected income arising 
from advanced learner loans; lower than forecast pay costs due to vacancies; and lower non-pay costs 
due to reduced allocation to departments. Lower than forecast expenditure on Erasmus was likely to 
be recouped later in year. Debtor days are lower than previously. Good cash headroom was reported 
but key risks to monitor were identified as higher utility costs, generic inflation, and staff costs.  
 
A Member noting overspend on agency staff last year asked whether this was likely to be repeated due 
to vacancies. The Assistant Principal (Finance & Resources) responded that vacancies were not 
currently affecting delivery of the curriculum. A review of staff deployment was underway. The 
Assistant Principal (Teaching, Learning & Students and HR) confirmed that there were agency costs – 
some one off costs and some ongoing. 
 
A Member acknowledged the level of detail provided and thorough and competent responses to 
questions raised. 
 
The Corporation CONSIDERED the report. 

 
100/22 HEALTH & SAFETY POLICY 
 
Mrs Jenny Webb, Campus and Health & Safety Manager, joined the meeting to present the draft revised 
Health and Safety Policy. This policy was an overarching policy under which 20 subsidiary policies sit. 
These are reviewed annually and amendments were being brought to Corporation recommended for 
the overarching policy. 
 
In response to a question from the Chair, Mrs Webb confirmed that the annual report on accidents 
would be presented to Corporation in February. 
 
A Member expressed concern at the removal of COVID-19 from parts of the Policy. It was suggested that 
going forward the wording epidemic or pandemic should be used with specific reference to COVID-19 
and learning from this. 
 
A Member asked whether the Policy was fully inclusive with reference to equality and diversity. Mrs 
Webb agreed to review with the Safeguarding team paying particular attention to reviewing with 
inclusivity in mind. 
 
A Member drew attention to site security with particular reference to the potential event of a lockdown 
of the site in the event of a terrorist incident or disruption due to an incident involving someone 
intoxicated or having a mental health episode on site.  
 
The Chair invited the perspective of the new Student Governors on health and safety on site. Concern 
was expressed at the open access nature of the campus. The Assistant Principal (Finance & Resources) 
confirmed that work had begun on addressing this including door access controls and an improved alarm 
system. A Member expressed concern at the anxiety reported by Student Governors regarding site 
security and noted that it was Governors’ duty to support senior management staff in ensuring that the 



 

campus is made as safe as possible for students and staff to feel secure. The Chair noted that Governors 
should be wearing lanyards and should challenge persons without lanyards. A Member considered that 
any untoward incidents were more likely to occur outside of the buildings. The Chair requested that a 
review of site safety be considered as part of the rebuilding brief. The Assistant Principal (Finance & 
Resources) confirmed that the multiple entrances to the site had been reviewed and some had already 
been closed. Work was also underway to secure individual buildings and avoid lone working. 
 
A Student Governor suggested the use of code words if not feeling safe due to stalking or domestic 
violence.  
 
The Corporation requested that the Policy come back to the next meeting of Corporation taking note of 
requested amendments in relation to COVID-19/ pandemic and support for site security. 
 
Mrs Webb left the meeting. 
 
The Corporation CONSIDERED the report. 

 
101/22 PRINCIPAL’S REPORT 
 
The Principal presented her first report since joining in September. The report sets out her actions and 
key findings from first month in post. 
 
In response to a question on GCSE Maths results, the Principal drew attention to a dedicated report on 
this prepared for Corporation. It was expected that the English and Maths subgroup would meet to 
discuss this in more detail and recommended that a termly report be made to Corporation by the 
subgroup. The Chair suggested strengthening Governor representation on the subgroup which 
currently included 2 Governors and invited expressions of interest. 
 
In response to a question on COVID-19, the Principal confirmed that there were currently 41 members 
of staff with symptoms. Some staff were well enough to work from home whilst testing positive for 
COVID and therefore absence levels did not accurately reflect COVID levels. There was less reporting 
and testing due to changes in Government restrictions and guidance but the College was monitoring 
COVID levels and cleaning had been stepped up due to the recent surge in positive cases. It was not 
impacting on learning with learning being delivered online where appropriate. 
 
Ms Blythe James joined the meeting at this point and was welcomed to her first meeting by the Chair. 
 
The Corporation CONSIDERED the report. 

 
102/22 STUDENT ENROLMENTS 2022/23 
 
The Deputy Principal presented a report on student enrolment for 2022/23. The main enrolment period 
had now concluded though some movement remained due to late enrolment or students changing or 
leaving courses. This was being monitored by senior management team (SMT) on a weekly basis. The 
Deputy Principal reported a dip in market share due to more students continuing post-16 studies at 
school. Enrolment would continue up to half-term and an open evening was taking place for undecided 
students. Consideration was currently being given as to whether a January recruitment exercise was 
necessary. 



 

 
80 students were currently enrolled on T levels. Recruitment was relatively positively adrift on allocation 
with an 80% tolerance. 199 high needs students are enrolled. There has been a £100k increase in funding 
from last year’s settlement. Three-quarters of apprenticeships are now enrolled or in process and the 
engagement team were working with the remaining quarter. 
 
The Deputy Principal outlined the funding methodology and any changes for next year. She drew 
attention to the requirement for additional learning hours. The student programme had increased from 
540 to 580 hours to receive maximum funding. There was continuation of the National Skills Fund but 
this had been rebadged Level 3 Courses Offer. £81k had been allocated to support that offer. 
 
In response to a query from the Chair, the Deputy Principal confirmed that T level enrolment was lower 
than hoped. The Assistant Principal (Curriculum) reported that the College had withdrawn the Science T 
level. Whilst applications had been 80% of target outcomes for the course were considered to be limited 
following the Russell Group’s decision not to accept this qualification at university application. There 
was also some negative press for the Health T level exam results nationally due to a miscommunication 
between the awarding body, exam board and providers. These factors damaged enrolment he 
concluded. The Deputy Principal confirmed that the Association of Colleges (AoC) were seeking an 
improvement to the tolerance as recruitment had been adversely affected due to the negative press 
outlined. 
 
The Chair noted a new hairdressing training provider on the Island reported. The Deputy Principal 
confirmed that this was an existing training provider that had provided courses on the Island but had 
now established an Island base. The Chair noted that this would need to be monitored for impact on the 
College’s market share in hairdressing or other areas should the provider expand its provision. 
 
The Corporation CONSIDERED the report. 

 
103/22 OUTCOME OF PARENT/CARER SURVEY 
 
The Assistant Principal (Teaching, Learning & Students and HR) presented a report on the outcome of 
the Parents’ and Carers Survey 2021/22. The response rate was lower than for previous years. An 
emerging area for improvement identified were written reports for parents. It was suggested that 
parents’ evening could be more mechanistic and that surveys should be completed when parents are 
in the College. There was a decline in satisfaction on behaviour and a reported increase in bullying 
behavioural issues.  
 
In response to a question from a Member, the Assistant Principal confirmed that there was no 
discernible difference in response by protected characteristic but that the low response rate may have 
an impact.  
 
A Member acknowledged the positive feedback given but queried why complaints were not higher in 
respect of the dissatisfied responses. The Member queried awareness of the complaints process and 
suggested that using this may have resolved problems and affected satisfaction rates. The Assistant 
Principal noted that where students at College are becoming independent learners, parental 
engagement levels can be lower than at school. He acknowledged that communication with parents 
was key including ensuring parents were aware of how to communicate with the College. 
 



 

The Chair invited comment from the Student Governors on their satisfaction with the College. One 
Student Governor reported a negative experience with tutor absence on her course. She had gone 
through the complaints procedure and considered the complaints process to be satisfactory but after 
resolution she was once again without a tutor. The Chair assured that the Principal had heard the 
perspective and that the issue would be dealt with. The Assistant Principal (Curriculum) confirmed 
that he would visit the Student Governor’s class the following day.  
 
Another Student Governor reported satisfaction. She had spoken with fellow students on her course 
prior to attending Corporation and reported that overall communication was good and that student 
mentors handled complaints and resolved problems quickly. 
 
The Corporation CONSIDERED the report. 

 
104/22  GCSE MATHS – REPORT AND ACTION PLAN 
 
Discussed at item 101/22 above. 
 
The Corporation CONSIDERED the report. 

 
105/22 STUDENT ANTI BULLYING POLICY & PROCEDURE ANNUAL REVIEW 
 
The Assistant Principal (Teaching, Learning & Students and HR) presented the draft Student Anti-
bullying Policy and Procedure for the 2022/23 academic year. He confirmed that the Policy is reviewed 
and updated on an annual basis using a model developed by Hampshire and IOW Local Education 
Authority (LEA) working with schools and colleges. 
 
The number of bullying reports had increased in 2021/22. The majority involved ‘low level’ bullying 
incidents such as immature behaviour, isolating a student or hiding their possessions, or name calling 
that was not related to a protected characteristic. There were 3 cases related to protected characteristics 
including gender and sexual orientation. A communication was planned to all staff circulating the Policy 
and a form to capture information about incidents. Student inductions include a clear message that 
bullying is not acceptable. A powerful anti-bullying presentation had been delivered to students by a 
special guest. Staff refer students to their induction and the anti-bullying position of the College 
throughout the year as required. It was reported anecdotally that during the pandemic the regular 
reinforcement of good behaviours in schools was impacted by home learning and that as a result some 
students were not showing the usual level of maturity. 
 
A Student Governor shared that on reflection she was bullied but she had not identified it as such. The 
Assistant Principal said he was sorry to hear this and confirmed that awareness raising of bullying would 
be part of the new Success4U programme for students. 
 
The Corporation APPROVED the Student Anti-Bullying Policy and Procedure. 

 
106/22 LEARNING POLICY 2022/23 
 
The Assistant Principal (Teaching, Learning & Students and HR) presented the draft Learning Policy for 
2022/23 and annual report considering the impact of the Policy during 2021-22. Development 
priorities for 2022/23 were consolidating teachers’ use of technology and online platforms to aid 



 

students’ and apprentices’ learning; developing teachers’ ability to write impactful targets for students 
and to provide feedback on progress; and effectively embedding English and maths topics within the 
vocational curriculum to consolidate learning and ensure progress in skills development. 
 
A Member praised the reference to the definition of learning acquisition of knowledge and skills but 
considered that there was very little on critical behaviours. The Assistant Principal acknowledged the 
feedback and would revise to include critical behaviours. 
 
The Corporation NOTED the impact of actions taken in relation to the 2021/22 Learning Policy and 
APPROVED the Learning Policy for 2022/23. 

 
107/22  SAFEGUARDING ANNUAL REPORT 
 
The Assistant Principal (Teaching, Learning & Students and HR) presented the Safeguarding Report for 
2021/22. The Safeguarding Policy had been updated in line with Keeping Children Safe in Education 
(KCSIE) and adult safeguarding guidance. A learning review had been conducted and the Employee 
Code of Conduct had been reviewed. The report provided a summary of information presented in the 
termly safeguarding reports. Safeguarding incidents remained stable. There was a slight dip in staff 
satisfaction with safeguarding procedures. The Head of Student Advocacy worked closely with child 
protection agencies and vulnerable learners. A worrying finding on exposure had led to a 
strengthening in this respect through inclusion in guidance and training delivered to staff this autumn. 
There was also a focus on online safety and cyber safety. An increase in self-harm was a trend noted 
by providers across the country. Trainers had been invited to advise on this. 
 
A Member expressed thanks for the comprehensive report. She asked where DBS checks were 
referenced. It was confirmed that this was at 4.13. The Assistant Principal reported that single central 
record audits were carried out 4 times during 2021/22. The Principal, Deputy Principal, Designated 
Safeguarding Governor, and the Assistant Principal (Teaching, Learning & Students and HR) viewed 
records and ensured checks had been made. It was confirmed that procedures were currently being 
reviewed with the new Principal regarding DBS re-checks of existing staff members.  
 
In response to a query from the Chair, the Assistant Principal confirmed that the Human Resources 
team ensured that all checks on new staff had been completed prior to start date and that this was 
countersigned by the Assistant Principal or another senior member of staff. No staff members 
commence employment prior to checks on online barring and references. Spot checks are carried out 
by the senior management team (SMT). The Principal confirmed compliance. 
 
A Member queried how student safety is ensured during the temporary absence of a teacher, as 
reported by one of the Student Governors. The Assistant Principal confirmed that all students on a 16-
18 learning programme are assigned a student mentor and that there is an expectation that cover is 
provided for all of these classes. Whilst the feedback in question related to an adult programme, it would 
be looked at. The Student Governor confirmed that her class was supervised by the Head of Department 
in an adjacent classroom. 
 
A Member reflecting on bullying incidents queried whether this was affected by external factors in the 
world around. The Assistant Principal responded that the student support team were working hard 
dealing with an increased volume of student pastoral issues. Exposure to online platforms had increased 



 

during the pandemic. He noted bullying incidents via Teams amongst Pathways students as a new 
phenomenon.  
 
In response to a question from a Member, the Assistant Principal confirmed that support was also 
offered to staff through the Wellbeing Strategy. Training was offered on mental health, and wellbeing 
activities were included in staff development days. A significant number of staff had trained as Mental 
Health First Aiders. 
 
A Member noted the new guidance in KCSIE in relation to looking at social media profiles as part of 
recruitment processes and asked what the College was doing in this respect. The Assistant Principal 
confirmed that web-based research following AoC guidance formed part of the College’s due diligence 
in this area. 
 
The Chair invited the perspectives of Student Governors on safeguarding and safety. A Student Governor 
confirmed that they felt safe but that fellow students had expressed anxiety about the open nature of 
the College site as discussed earlier in the meeting. 
 
The Corporation: 

- CONSIDERED the Annual Safeguarding Report; and 
- NOTED that the Principal and SMT would review the Safeguarding Policy and Code of Conduct 

once the new Principal had opportunity to observe these policies in operation. 
 

108/22 SAFEGUARDING POLICY & PROCEDURES 
 
A Member suggested that para 22.1 is strengthened with reference to sexting and noted the need for 
vigilance in this area. 
 
The Corporation APPROVED the Safeguarding Policy and Procedure 

 
109/22 EMPLOYEE CODE OF CONDUCT 
 
The Corporation APPROVED the Employee Code of Conduct. 

 
110/22 OFFICE OF THE INDEPENDENT ADJUDICATOR FOR HIGHER EDUCATION ANNUAL STATEMENT 
 
The Assistant Principal (Teaching, Learning & Students and HR) presented the Office of the 
Independent Adjudicator (OIA) Annual Statement for 2021. There was a nil return. 
 
The Corporation NOTED the report. 

  
111/22 ANNUAL REPORT TO GOVERNORS 2021/22 OF – CREDIT CARD USAGE, GOVERNORS’ EXPENSES 
AND FOREIGN TRAVEL 
 
The Assistant Principal (Finance & Resources) presented the Annual Report to Governors of credit card 
usage, Governor expenses, and foreign travel. 
 
In response to a query from the Chair regarding payment to Southern Vectis, the Assistant Principal 
confirmed that payment was for student bus passes. 



 

 
The Corporation NOTED the report. 

 
112/22 ANY OTHER NON-CONFIDENTIAL BUSINESS – UPDATE ON THE DfE CAPITAL PROJECTS 
 
The Assistant Principal (Finance & Resources) updated the Corporation on a proposed change in the 
scope of the works covering the Department for Education (DfE) Capital Transformation Fund (FECTF) 
project. 
 
On 6 October 2022 the College were asked to attend a meeting with the DfE for an update on the project. 
The project directors would be removing G block from their remit as the project was now more expensive 
than they had previously budgeted for. Removing G block from the remit would help significantly in 
securing the main part of the project. 
 
The Assistant Principal reported that this change in scope would prevent bringing G block up to current 
standards with cost of resolving defects in the region of £2 million. G block does not currently meet the 
requirements of being carbon neutral by 2040; utility and maintenance costs would continue to be 
higher than other new buildings on site; and building access would not be improved (there is no lift). 
Future Capital investment into that building may not be available. It was not recommended to request 
ministerial review. 
 
The Corporation APPROVED the change in scope. 

 
113/22 UTILITY COSTS (CONFIDENTIAL) 

 
114/22  DATES OF NEXT MEETINGS 
 

• Thursday 1 December 2022: Search & Governance Committee, 11.00-12.30; Corporation 
(extraordinary meeting), 15.00-16.00; Audit Committee, 16.00-17.30 

• Wednesday 14 December: Capital Committee, 1200-1330; Governor Updating Session, 14.00-
15.30; Corporation 16.00-18.30.  
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